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Serving surgery since 1841

Stille Ristow Facelift Scissors - 101-8454-1
Stille has designed, manufactured and marketed surgical instruments since 1841. Stille
instruments are known all over the world for their unique quality and delicate design. The
design and manufacturing methods give an outstanding feel when using the instruments.
The Stille scissors are handmade in our own factory in Sweden to create the perfect
instrument for the surgeon and to last for many years of daily use.
All Stille scissors are designed and manufactured to make a difference in the daily work of
demanding surgeons. The high polished finish guarantees that the instruments are easy to
clean and thereby withstand corrosion in the best possible way.
Stille scissors are extremely light and well balanced. They cut cleanly, not only when new,
but also throughout their long life. Stille Super Cut scissors have an unrivalled cutting
performance. They cut with extreme precision right down to the points of the blades.

Semi sharp tips for facelift procedures in scarred tissue, for less effort when
advancing in tough areas (occipital region behind the ear or scar regions). When
an effort is needed to force the scissors to push it forwards, the ultimate price is
paid by the development of arthritis at the trapezium-scaphoid joint of the surgeon’s
dominant hand.
The curved tips are ergonomic to keep in the proper plane. The dissection becomes
easier and with significantly less effort.
Stille-Ristow facelift scissors dissect in the right plane - too pointy and they go
through the skin, too blunt and the effort is too hard - keeping the right plane is
easier, the hand joint is painless and the risk for arthritis is minimized.
Stille-Ristow facelift scissors are delivered with Stille’s 10 year-warranty covering
errors in material and workmanship.

Stille Instruments - An extension of the surgeon’s hand.
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